


Iron Gate serves 210,000 meals a year. Behind every plate, there’s a story. 

Stories that will make you cry as one guest likes to say; others can lift the 
spirit. No two guests end up at Iron Gate the same way or for the same 
reason. But they all share the same table. 

Iron Gate is dedicated to feeding the hungry and homeless of Tulsa. 
But we’re more than a soup kitchen and grocery pantry. Iron Gate is a 
community. It’s a place to break bread and share those stories. In these 
pages, photographer Adam Murphy captures the happiness, the struggle, 
and grace that make up the guests of Iron Gate. Through his lens we see 
the many faces of our guests and the many faces they show the world, from 
sheer joy to pure stoicism. This is merely a snapshot of their lives and 
by no means tells their full stories. But it gives you a glimpse into their 
journeys and reveals a little of what Iron Gate means to those you help feed 
every day. 

Iron Gate provides a community meal, grocery assistance and healthy 
snacks for kids. But your support of Iron Gate means so much more. You 
are nourishing hope with every plate of food or bag of groceries. You are 
restoring dignity by looking beyond the plate and acknowledging the 
person’s story behind it. You make it possible for Iron Gate to feed people 
every day. There are many ways you can make a valuable contribution to 
our mission.  No matter how you choose to give, know that you’re making 
an immediate and lasting impact on someone’s life. Please help by making 
your donation today. Thank you.



Beyond her bright smile and sassy 
attitude, volunteers know one thing 
about Pamela: her sweet tooth. 
She starts her days at Iron Gate by 
skipping the entrée and heading 
straight for dessert. It’s her ritual. 
Depending on the day, she may have 
two desserts, then her meal.



Polly has a lot to smile about these days. After 
coming to Iron Gate to eat nearly every day, she 
will soon be moving into her own apartment. 
She flashes a new set of pearly whites, when 

she says she’ll still come around to visit. “I enjoy it,” she says with 
a big toothy grin. Polly says Iron Gate’s grocery pantry will help her 
stay in her new apartment by providing groceries once a month.



“I got stories to make you cry,” Leon likes 
to say with a touch of mischief to brighten 
the somber statement. Leon has a home 
and has worked most of his life. He comes 
to Iron Gate to help make ends meet.  
A meal or a bag of groceries from Iron Gate 
helps insure he can stay in his home.



Crystal eats at Iron Gate every day 
and we’ve watched her sorrow and 
her joy. We were there when all of 
her belongings were stolen. We were 

also there when she rushed in with a twinkle in her blue eyes and 
announced she was finally getting an apartment. For Crystal, Iron 
Gate isn’t just where she eats. It’s where she finds comfort, solace, and 
the support to make her way in the world.



Like many Iron Gate guests, 
Michael doesn’t just come for the 
food. It’s the people that he’s come 
to know over the last year that 
keep him coming back. When he’s 
had a rough day or a rougher night, 
he finds community at Iron Gate. 



Pippin has lived on the streets for the last 
five years. Originally, from Tahlequah 
he found his way to Iron Gate. For Pippin, 
his life on the  streets isn’t a hardship; 
it’s a calling. He believes God wants him 
on the streets to work through him.



Jack was delighted to take part in  this 
year’s Faces of Iron Gate project. He says 
with a big grin, “I am Iron Gate.” The staff 
says he’s one of those guys who is always 

trying to help people. Jack himself says, “I try  to help people – help 
them in any way that I can.” Jack called the river his home for three-
and-a-half years. After working with a partner agency, Jack is finally 
in his own apartment. But he still stops by Iron Gate occasionally for 
a meal and a chat. “I love it,”  he says of the Iron Gate community.



Sarai works hard to feed her lit-
tle ones. She has a job, but some 
months are tough. When she 
needs a little help to make ends 
meet, she turns to Iron Gate. 
While most of our guests are 
adults, Iron Gate is important for 
families as well. Every time An-
naliese and Rosabella visit Iron 
Gate, they receive a kids pack, 
fully of healthy snacks. It brings a 
smile to their faces and helps ease 
a mother’s worries.



The Mission
Iron Gate’s mission is simple. We feed the hungry and homeless of Tulsa—
every day. We feed people in three ways, through our community meal, 
grocery pantry and kids’ pantry. 

Those who eat at Iron Gate are “guests” because we invite them to eat with 
us. Our philosophy is we are all guests on this earth and guests treat one 
another with courtesy, kindness and respect.

Your Impact on Iron Gate
Iron Gate relies solely on the generosity of our supporters. 100% of 
our donations are from individuals, churches, companies, and private 
foundations. We don’t receive any government funding. With your support, 
this is what Iron Gate accomplished last year:

209,991 MEALS SERVED

11,936 FAMILIES RECEIVED GROCERIES

14,143 KIDS’ PACKS DISTRIBUTED

137,755 POUNDS OF FOOD DONATED 

$200,748.24 WORTH OF VOLUNTEER LABOR

Please donate today to continue to make an impact on Tulsa’s hungry and homeless.



D E S I G N  BY  M A D E L I N E  C R AW F O R D

P H OTO G R A P H Y  BY  A DA M  M U R P H Y

“Creating these portraits I wanted to provide a welcoming 
environment for each subject, however keeping it raw and leaving 

room for what each person brought in with them. You can’t have 
a preconceived idea of what image you will walk away with and 

instead just let each person lead the way. I’m sure they had their 
apprehensions about having a portrait taken and also sharing their 

story with me and Iron Gate. It took a huge amount of courage.  
I  wanted to give a voice to those that normally do not have one.  

For me it is one of the most honorable things I can do.  
That was my mission. The way we treat those that are in need is the 

best form of identifying how well we are doing as a society.”  
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